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Chairman's Report 2019

Geoff Annals

The culture and conduct of all forms
of insurance have been under
scrutiny in the 2018-2019 year,
reminding us of the importance of
being customer focused. Health
insurance in New Zealand has
always aimed to facilitate
successful health outcomes for its
customers, and I am pleased to
report the industry continued to
thrive over the last year, with lives
covered now past the 1.4 billion
mark and rising.

The Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment has initiated reviews in the
past year looking to improve the conduct
of financial institutions and to revamp
insurance contract law, both with the aim
of improving consumers’ experiences.
HFANZ has made submissions on both
reviews showing our willingness to
comply and emphasising the fact that our
members have had an industry code of
conduct since 1992 with a strong focus
on fair treatment. Most HFANZ member
insurers are customer-based entities that
consider our policyholders to be our
members, and for many it is enshrined in
our constitutions that we have to act in
our members’ best interests. We see
ourselves as providing health services
rather than financial advice, so we are
always trying to find a way to pay a claim
rather than get out of it. That’s what our
customers expect.
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We see ourselves as providing
health services rather than
financial advice, so we are
always trying to find a way to
pay a claim rather than get
out of it. That’s what our
customers expect.

HFANZ members process over a million claims a year from
about 500,000 individuals, in the last year totalling a record
$1.322 billion. More than 95 percent are approved and just a
tiny fraction of those declined are disputed. Most disputes
are sorted ahead of time and do not need to be referred to
the Insurance and Financial Services Ombudsman, the
principal dispute resolution body to which health insurers in
New Zealand belong. In the year to the end of June 2018,
just 36 of the 320 complaints to IFSO were regarding health
insurance and none was upheld. Health insurance also
made up just 153 of the 3357 complaint enquiries received.
Most of the 36 complaints were regarding policy exclusions,
issues of non-disclosure, the scope of cover, and pre-
existing conditions. Twenty-eight were not upheld, seven
were settled between the consumer and the insurer, and
just one was partially upheld.

 

HFANZ members pride ourselves on prompt assessment
and processing of claims - usually using some form of pre-
approvals process which confirms the claim for treatment
will be paid - so that the consumer has timely access to
health treatment. HFANZ members also provide clear and
accurate information to customers and prospective
customers, and treat their personal and health information
with care and in accordance with privacy requirements. We
ensure that in the rare cases where there is a dispute, there
are adequate internal dispute resolution procedures in
place.
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Customer feedback has noted the experience for most health insurance claimants is very positive.
Given many HFANZ members are not-for-profits and all collectively return on average 88 cents in
every dollar of premium to policyholders in the form of funded healthcare services, we are confident
the MBIE reviews will support measures already in place in our section of the industry.

Our latest statistics for the year show 1.403 million New Zealanders have health insurance, up 1.2
percent on a year ago. Lives covered has increased for 16 consecutive quarters, with growth
continuing to be led by the working-age population, reflecting high employment levels and an
increased interest in employer-subsidised workplace health insurance packages, and also the over-
65 age group, as the population ages. This may also be a result of the increasing difficulty accessing
publicly funded healthcare such as elective surgery. Having health insurance provides an important
backstop and is the only guarantee of prompt access to elective surgery when it’s needed.
 

Looking to the future, health insurers are continuing to promote wellbeing initiatives to keep New
Zealanders healthier longer, and many members are investing in technological advances such as
online tools and artificial intelligence to handle customer enquiries and underwriting. We will
continue to embrace these concepts to meet the challenges of the coming years as the population
ages and more pressure is placed on publicly funded health resources, making our complementary
services even more in demand. Just as the Government has delivered its Wellbeing Budget, I’d like to
think we can frame health insurance better in terms of its overall contribution to wellbeing.
 
Once again I would like to thank Chief Executive Roger Styles and his staff and my fellow board
members for their continuing work and support over the year.
 
                                                                                                                                                    Geoff Annals.



Chief Executive's Report 2019

Roger Styles

2018-19 saw the fourth straight year
of growth in the number of New
Zealanders with health insurance,
with an additional 17,000 lives
covered over the year. There are
now an additional 70,000 lives
covered by health insurance
compared with March 2015 – an
increase of just over 5 percent. 

As with recent years, a big portion of this
growth has come from working age
people, as employment growth has
continued, swelling the number of people
having health insurance as part of a
group health plan through their
employer.
 
Although employment growth of 38,000
filled jobs was down on the previous
year, it helped contribute to a slight
reduction in the unemployment rate. It is
good to see the growing interest from
employers in the well-being of their staff,
with subsidised health insurance often
playing a key role in broader health and
safety policies. There are also well-
documented benefits in terms of
productivity and reduced absenteeism, as
highlighted in the recent KPMG research
commissioned by HFANZ which explored
options for improving health outcomes.
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Where the funding in the
public sector cannot keep up
with growing healthcare
demand then there is a
valuable role for private health
insurance.

Record healthcare funded through insurance
 
Healthcare claims paid during the year increased by $115
million or 9.5 percent to $1.32 billion for the year ending
March 2019. There has been much attention over the year
on the increasing difficulties people have accessing
treatment and care in the public health system, particularly
accessing elective surgery. This underpins the important
role health insurance plays in helping lift overall health
outcomes.
 
At an individual level, health insurance provides peace of
mind that healthcare treatment will be provided in a timely
manner without a lengthy wait or significant upfront cost. At
a national level, health insurance allows the public sector to
focus its limited resources on those most in need – simply
because that $1.3 billion in healthcare has not cost
taxpayers a cent.

 

This year looks to be the first in over a decade where public
hospitals will fail to lift elective surgery volumes. This is
despite increasing healthcare need, increasing population
and the changing demographic of an ageing population.
The increasing difficulty accessing the public system has
meant health insurance has played a pivotal role in meeting
healthcare needs. And it is not just in elective surgery –
health insurance is increasingly playing a role in accessing a
range of diagnostic tests and imaging, along with a host of
cancer drugs and other treatments that Pharmac either
cannot or will not fund. The same pattern is clear - where 
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the funding in the public sector cannot keep up with growing healthcare demand then there is a
valuable role for private health insurance.
 
Private health insurance is arguably more important today than ever, as the gap continues to
widen between what is medically possible and what the Government can afford from tax
revenues.

Association activities
 
During the year it was good to be able to attend the conference of the International Federation of
Health Plans, which focused on the impact of digital disruption on the health insurance sector. This
was a reminder for insurers of the need for constant transformation and innovation, along with a
need to demonstrate value and relevance to consumers. And while the trend is for consumers
wanting to do more and more things online, when it comes to healthcare and treatment, there
remains both a need and desire for personal interaction.
 
Conduct and culture in the financial services sector has been in the spotlight over the past year, with
a review of the life insurance sector by the Financial Markets Authority and Reserve Bank identifying
significant scope for improvement. This is an important reminder for the broader sector of the need
to place customer interests first and deliver value to customers. As the 2018-19 year concluded, this
focus on conduct and culture had resulted in proposed legislative changes to beef up requirements
and duties to act in customers' interests. This has coincided with a review of insurance contract law
being undertaken by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment, on which HFANZ made a
submission during the year. Among other things, the review explored issues relating to disclosure,
remedies for non-disclosure and unfair contract terms. Providing input and submissions into these
reviews will be a key focus for HFANZ in the year ahead.
 
Finally, the 2018-19 year has ended with some consolidation in membership for HFANZ, along with
some of the challenges this presents for a member-based organisation, not just in terms of
resourcing but in maintaining a diversity of membership and viewpoints.
 
I would like to acknowledge and thank the Board and all HFANZ members for their support over the
past year, especially Geoff Annals as HFANZ Chair.
 
                                                                                                                                                    Roger Styles.



Health
Insurance Key
Statistics 2018-19
Summary

2018-19 was the fourth straight year
of growth in the number of New
Zealanders with health insurance,
with an additional 17,000 lives
covered over the year. 
 
There are now 70,000 more lives
covered by health insurance than in
March 2015 – an increase of just
over 5 percent. Similar to recent
years, a large portion of this growth
has come from people of working
age as employment growth has
continued, swelling the number of
New Zealanders having health
insurance as part of a group health
plan through their employer.
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Healthcare claims paid during the year increased by $115 million or 9.5 percent to $1.32
billion for the year ending March 2019. There has been much attention over the year on
the increasing difficulties people have accessing treatment and care in the public health
system, particularly accessing elective surgery. This underpins the important role health
insurance plays in helping lift overall health outcomes.

Summary Financial Data: Premiums, Claims and loss ratios (March Years)

1.2%
Increase in lives covered

Lives covered up 16,800 or 1.2
percent for the year to 1.403 million

9.5%
Increase in claims paid
Claims paid for March 2019 year of
$1.322 billion, up $115 million (9.5
percent) on March 2018 year claims

Headline Changes

Lives covered
 
Total lives covered as at 31 March 2019 stood at 1.403 million.  On an annual basis, lives covered have
increased by 16,800 or 1.2 percent for the year ending March 2019. There are now an additional 70,000
lives covered by health insurance compared with March 2015 – an increase of just over 5 percent. The
continued growth in employment levels has helped increase PHI uptake, with an increase in the number of
people opting for health insurance cover which is partly funded by their employer.
 

9.1%
Increase in premium
income

Premium income of $1.586 billion
for the year ended March 2019, up
$132 million (9.1 percent) on March
2018 year
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2013 - 14 2016 - 17    2017 - 18     2018 - 192014 - 15    2015 - 16  

Premium Income ($m)
Claims Paid ($m)
Loss Ratio

$1155
$962
83.3%

$1225
$1000
81.6%

$1297
$1054
81.3%

$1379
$1149
83.3%

$1454
$1207
83.0%

$1586
$1322
83.4%

2013-14        2014-15        2015-16        2016-17        2017-18        2018-19



Changes in lives covered by age group
 
The table below gives a breakdown of the changes in lives covered over the past year by age group.

1.2%
Increase in lives covered

9.5%
Increase in claims paid

Headline Changes
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Over the past year, all but two of the age groups tracked recorded an increase in lives covered. Most of the
annual growth in lives covered has come from the working age population, as interest continues to grow in
employer-subsidised health insurance for staff. The year saw numbers boosted by both general employment
growth, as well as growth in the availability of employer-subsidised health insurance as part of a broader
focus on wellness in the workplace.
 
The year has also seen an increase in the number of older New Zealanders with health insurance, as the
population ages and older New Zealanders maintain their health insurance – largely in acknowledgement of
the increasing difficulty in accessing public-funded healthcare such as elective surgery. The number of
people aged 65 and over with health insurance grew by 2,800 or 1.7 percent to 165,000 – around 22
percent of the 65+ population.
 
 
Premium income
 
Annual premium for the year ended 31 March 2019 was $1.586 billion, up 9.1 percent or $132 million on
premium income for the March 2018 year.
 
 
Claims paid
 
Total claims paid for the 12 months ending 31 March 2019 were $1.322 billion, up 9.5 percent – or $115
million – on March 2018 year claims.
 
Annual claims paid have effectively doubled over the past decade, as people have accessed both a greater
volume and a wider range of services and treatments through health insurance.
 
The higher claims growth over the past year reflects a combination of growth in lives insured, medical
inflation and higher utilisation rates. On top of additional healthcare demand expected from demographic
changes, there has been a noticeable increase in demand for insurance-funded healthcare treatment in the
past year as a result of the disruption in the public health sector and the adverse impact on people’s ability
to access healthcare through their DHB.
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